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I. Introduction 

For over a century now, Europe has been Africa's largest trading partner. Although 

Africa's share in the European Union (EU)'s market has been declining (Table I), likewise 

its share in global trade, the EU continues to be the region's largest trading partner. As 

shown in Table 2, 70.5 % of exports went to and 66.3% of imports originated from the EU 

in 1992. 

Since 1957, the European Economic Community (now the European Union (EU» has 

been moving towards an economic union. As the most important part of such union, the EU 

has declared a Single European Market (SEM) programme at the end of December 1992, that 

took effect on January 1st, 1993. This European decision, formalized in 1986, had resulted 

in a flurry of reaction around the world, with the United States, Canada and Mexico forming 

the North American Free Trade Association (NAFTA), Malaysia's Prime Minister calling 

for a Southeast Asian Economic Community, some Middle Eastern countries calling for an 

Islamic Economic Community (ECG) and Africa for an African Economic Community. 

The issue that is of much concern around the world, and should be particularly 

important in Africa, is the effects of the SEM on non-member countries. These effects on 

any particular region will depend largely on the relationships between the region and the 

European Union (EU) before the SEM programme; that is the European Community (EC). 

For instance, if a region has benefitted from relatively liberal trading relations with the EU 

before the SEM one can expect the region to be hurt after the SEM, if relatively restrictive 

external trade policies are adopted after the SEM programme. The immediate costs to the 

region would be the external income that the region used to receive from the EU and which 

it would now have to forego due to the restrictive policies. Therefore, one way of evaluating 

the effects of the SEM on any region is to evaluate its historical links with the EU before the 

SEM and, thus, estimate the effects of the SEM under certain assumptions or scenarios. 
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Table 1: Total exports 10 the EC or imports of EC by Mrican ooUDlries and their respective sb!u'eI (in billions of US dollars) 

Groups of countries 1970 . 1975 1980 1982 1985 1987 1989 

Developing Africa" 

Total 5.6 1909 45.7 36.2 2909 32.3 35.8 

(per cent) (5.0) (6.7) (6.6) (6.2) (4.8) (3.4) - (3.2) 

- North Africa 3.6 7.1 19.3 16.5 15.2 16.4 19.5 

(per cent) (3.2) (2.4) (2.8) (1.7) (2.5) (1.1) (1.7) 

- Others 2.0 12.8 26.4 15.9 14.1 15.9 16.3 

(per cent) (1.8) - (4.3) (3.S) (1.7) (2.3) (1.7) (LS) 

Source: 1.K. 1hisen (1994), Table 2. 

Table 2: Direction of Trade of Africa in 1m (all oountries, millions of 

US$ and percentage shans). 
-- ---

Exp<>rIli 
" share 

----

EEC 40,380 44.6 

Oil-exporting countries 1,532 1.7 

Noo-oil developing countries 15,392 l7.0 

Total 90,449,- , 100.0 

Source: IMF, Direction ofTrnde Statistics 1986 and 1993. 

1990 

38.4 

(2.8) 

20.9 

(\.6) 

17.5 

(1.2) 

---

-Imports 

46,110 

3,042 

20,700 
---- -

95,197 

"share i 

49.0 
I 

3.2 
! 

21.7 

100.0 
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However, the effects of the SEM on Africa, even on anyone country, would be too 

broad a task for any single study to handle. These effects at this early stage of the SEM are not 

easy to project either. Therefore, the objective of this study is to make a contribution to the 

question by looking specifically at the impact on exports and investment in specific West African 

countries, namely C6te d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal, based on quantifiable historical 

evidence on the effects of the EU before the SEM (the EC). This historical evidence will form 

the basis for providing an idea of some of the likely· costs to the case countries in terms of 

exports and investment as a result of the SEM. It also aims to discuss some of the policy 

implications of the findings. 

In what follows, Section II looks at the trade of the above countries with the EU, Section 
, 

III discusses the evolution of the SEM, its main characteristics and the motives for regional 

integration in the EU. Section IV conducts a literature survey of earlier studies on the effects 

of the SEM on Africa. In Section V, the methodology of the study is outlined, while Sections 

VI, VII and VIII discuss the findings. Section IX points out the limitations of ttie study. while 

Section X concludes. 
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II. Direction and compo~ition of trade: C6te d'ivoire, 

'Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal 

As shown in Table 3, in 1980 the total nominal export earnings of Cllte d'lvoire equalled 

$3,142,1 million, of which 67.3% went 

to the EU. In 1992, exports increased .in nominal terms to $3,167.1 million, while the 

percentage share to the EU declined to 54.6%. Ghana's total export earnings in 1980 were 

$1,205.9 million, of which 42.3% was from theEU and $1,083.7 millipn in 1992, with 56.7% 

from Europe. Nigeria's was $26,082 million in 1980 and $12,233 million in 1992, with EU's 

share equalling 39.2% and 38.3%, respectively. 49 and 45.1 % of Senegal's exports in 1980 and 

1992, respectively, went to the EU. 

The origin of imports indicate similarly large shares of the Union (Table 4). For Cote 

d'Ivoire total imports equalled $2,990 million and $2,464.7 million in 1980 and 1992, with 56.1 

and 58.8% originating from the EU. In 1980 Ghana's imports equalled $1,129.5 million and 

in 1992 $1,679.6 million, of which 41.6 and 46,2% came from the EU. For Nigeria the 

figures were $16,518 million and $9,180 million, and the respective shares of the EU equalled 

57.8 and 51.4%. Senegal's total imports were $1,051.7 million in 1980 and $1,383.5 million 

in 1992, with the respective shares of the EU equalling 51.9 and 55.6%. 

Data on the composition of exports show that primary commodities account for 

overwhelmingly the largest shares (Table 5). The shares in 1991 were 88, 60.5, 98.5 and 

84.3%, respectively. Food, beverages and tobacco account for the largest export categories for 

COte d'Ivoire and Ghana (82.9% for each), while fuels and other raw materials account for the 

97.9 and 67.4% of the total export earnings of Nigeria and Senegal, respectively (Table 6). 

Table 7 shows that clothing represents a significant, if not the most, share in manufactured 

exports. 
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Manufactures represent the large'st share of imports of Cote d 'Ivoire (65.2 %) and Nigeria 

(88.4%), while imports,are almost equally distributed with primary commodities in the cases of 

Ghana (49.9%) and Senegal (46.9%) (Table 8). A decomposition of primary commodity and 

manufactured imports is shown in Tables 9 and 10. While food comprised the largest category 

of imports for Cote d'Ivoire (47.8%) and Nigeria (39.2), imports of fuels are the largest for 

Ghana (75.2%) and Senegal (50.7%). In all countries, food comprised the largest or second 

largest single category. With regard to nianufactured imports, machinery and equipment account 

for the largest shares in all countries, excluding the sum of "other manufactures". If data were 

available a knowledge of the composition of this latter group would have been interesting. 
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T .... 3: IlirectIoa of I'lI:poris ill 1M .... 1m (IIIiIIioas of US$). 

EEC Oil oxpotting cot.tt'ltriet NOfH>ii oxportioe ooumriel World TC141 

1980 1m 1910 1m 1910 1m 1980 ....... 1m ....... 
o(EU o(EU 

C5!c d'Ivoire 2,115.7 1.729.0 1235 711.9 503.9 1053.4 3,142.1 67.3 3,167.1 54.6 

Oh>na 510.7 613.6 0.8 19.7 61.4 161.2 1,205.9. 42.3 1,083.7 56.7 

Nigeria 10,246.0 4691.0 31.0 3.0 4,968.0 1,837.0 26,082.0 39.2 12,233.0 38.3 

Scoegat 233.7 297.7 11.7 3.7 170.6 268.9 476.9 49.0 660.6 45.1 

Sourct!; IMFt Direction oCTrade Stati$lics1986 and 1993. 

T .... 4. 0riP or Imports u. 1980 .... 199J (!\tiItioos or USS). 

SEC Oil~xport~~O~8 Non-oil developing World Total 

countries 

1980 1992 1980 1992 1980 1992 1980 S share of 1992 • ohare 

SU orEU 

catc d'lvoire 1758.7 1.354.9 365.9 516.4 357.9 327.4 2~990.6 58.8 2,464.7 54.9 

Ghana 470.0 776.4 266.3 201.9 135.7 376.8 1,129.5 41.6 1,679.6 46.2 

Nigeria 9,553.0 4716.0 22.0 225.0 2449.0 2127.0 16,518.0 57.8 9,180.0 51.4 

Senegal 546.5 769.8 197.4 64.8 190.3 303.2 1,051.7 51.9 1,383.5 55.6 

Sourct':IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics. 1986 and 1993, 
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Table 5: M_ Export Com....,nlou in 1991 (_ .f USl, -..I ........ -.me). 

T ... I Primary Commodities $ slum: ManufactuRd Good, 

Cote d'Ivoire l,tOS l t 890 89.7 118 

.. 
, Ghana: 1.200 727 60.6 473 

Nigeria 12,438 12t 404 99.8 194 

Senegal 855 121 84.3 134 i 

Source: ECA. Survey ofE£ooomie and Social Conditions!n Africa. 1990-9l. 

Table 6: Compooitioo of Primary c-moolily Exports in 1991 (MiIIioos .f USl 0IIII ~ _l. 

TotalPrimary M>od, Beversps and Raw Materia!,,* Fuels 

Commodities . T0.b4c:;;o Excl. Fuel. (%) 

(S) ($) (%) 

. Cote d'Ivolft: 1,890 82.9 9.S 7.4 

Ghana 727 82.9 7.4 9.6 

Nigeria 12,404 2.1 3,1 94.8 

Senc.got 721 32.9 41.9 25.5 

Source: CaJculated from EC~,. Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa. 1999-91. 
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T_1: C-posIIioot of _adureII C~ Ex ...... iD 1"1 

(MiIIioas .r uss ..... pem!IIIage ........ ). 

Total Mtinutis.tuftl Textiles, OIher M"",d",wred Good. 

(5) Appare;1 &: <'.!» 

CIOIhil\l <'.!» 

Cctr. d'lvoire 218 94.0 6.0 

GbaNl 473 26.0 74.0 

Nipria 194 69.6 30.4 

Senegal 134 100.0 0.0 

Source: £CA. SlImy of Economic and Social Condition. in Africa. [990-91. 

T_1l: __ Import C-position In 1991 ()niIIioDs or USS). 

Total Primary Commodities 
..... 

'.!>wr< 

Cote. d.'[vaiR 1.220 425 34.8 

Ghana 933 467 50.1 

Nigeria 2,671 311 11.6 

Senegal 1725 916 53.1 

Scurce: £CA. Survey of Economic and Social ConditiOllB in Africa. 1990:91. 

.. 
Manufactured Goods 

I 

795 i 
! 

466 I 

. 
2360 

I 

809 
i . 
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T_', c-~ of Primary COllllllOdity Impods ia 19'11 (MiIIiom of!.lS$ """ ................... ). 

T ... IPrimory Food BeVt:l1ll~8 & Tobacco Fuels 

Commod,itie. (") (") <") 
($) 

Cote d~lvoire 425 47.8 7.3 

abo .. 467 lIl.9 0.9 , 

Nigeria 311 39.2 3.9 

S."8& 916 35.2 2.9 

8ourt't': Calculated from ECA, Survey of Economic and Socia] Condjtjona in Africa. 1990..91. 

---_.-

Cote d'Ivoire 

GhaM 

Nigeria 

Senegal 

Table 10: Compollition of Manufactured Commodity lrrtports in J991 

(Milli.,.. of US$). 

Total Manufactures Chemicals Machinery &. Equipment 

795 28.1 32.9 

466 23.2 43.9 

2,360 25.9 45.5 

809 18.2 42.0 
-----------

Sorm:e: £CA. Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa. 1990-91. 

O\her Primary Commodities 

<") 

39.3 S1I 

15.2 2.9' . 
7.1 30.2 

50.1 11.4 

--_.-

~r Manufilcture.d Goods 

38.4 

32.8 

28.6 

39.8 
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III. The Single European Market programme 

3.1 Evolution of the Sin&Ie Market 

In 1946, when Winston Churchill called for a "United States of Europe", few on the 

continent and elsewhere considered it to little more than a pipe dream, for obvious reasons in 

Europe at the time. However, the formation of the International Committee of Movements for 

European Unity followed, and in 1949 the Council of Europe was formed "to create an 

economic and political union" (Fahey, 1992: p. 49). With the establishment of the European 

Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951, economic integration continued in a progression 

of stages, resistible but unstoppable. The same countries that formed the ECSC(France, West 

Germany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and Netherlands) signed the Treaty of Rome in 1957, 

establishing the European Community. In 1973, Great Britain, Denmark and Ireland, followed 

by Greece in 1981 and Spain and Portugal in 1986, joined the Community. As an integrai 

part,the European Monetary System (EMS), incorporating the Exchange Rate Mechanism 

(ERM). was established in 1979. 

The EU's White Paper of June 1985 outlined the following essentiai process: 

i) removal of physical Qarriers: Custom and other formalities should be eliminated 

internally. Where this is impossible (eg. health regulations, taxes and duties) they 

should be transferred within countries to offices dealing with national matters. 

ii) removal of technical barriers: Laws, norms and practices that inhibit trade in 

goods and services as well as intra-EU investment should be removed. Such 

barriers include the different technical regulations or standards, duplication of 

certification and testing procedures, non-recognition of professional qualifications 

across States, and differences in Company law and intellectual property rights. 

The European Committee for Standardization, the European Committee for 
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Electrotechnical Standardization, and the European Telecommunications Standards 

Institute conduct the necessary work in this area. 

iii) removal of fiscal barriers: These refer to the different types and rates of indirect 

taxes, particularly VAT and excise taxes. As long as such differences remain 

significant, the elimination of borders will be self-defeating. The SEM 

programme therefore aims to approximate indirect taxes. 

The Single European Act (July 1986) gave impetus to the programme by setting 

December 31,1992 as the date by which the legal measures, stipulated in the White Paper, were 

to be implemented. In what may be referred to as a "stages approach", the following steps and 

dates in the implementation process can be identified: 

Stage 1: January 1993 

i) beginning of the Single European Market (SEM); 

ii) removal of physical, technical and fiscal barriers; 

iii) strengthening the coordination of fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policies; 

iv) involvement of all currencies in the ERM; 

v) private use of the European Currency Unit (ECU); 

Stage 2: January 1994 

i) creation of a European Central Banking System along the lines of the US Federal 

Reserve System; 

ii) further adjustment and tightening of ERM bands; 

Stage 3: January 1997 

i) a single currency based on the ECU; 

ii) centralized fiscal and monetary controls by the European Central Bank. 

Table II summarizes the major measures affecting merchandise trade, services, labour and 

capital. 
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3.2 Motives for Regional Economic Integration in Europe 

In reality both economic and political factors explain any attempts at regional integration. 

Europe, in particular, is no exception. In fact current efforts are part of a wider step towards 

political union, as explicitly stated in the Maastricht Treaty (December 11, 1991). However, 

our main interest is in the economic factors below: 

i) price stability. This objective is sought by a deliberate attempt to control 

inflation. Hence it was agreed by the member states that no national inflation rate 

should be above 1.5 % of the average rate of the 3 EU countries with the lowest 

rates; long term interest rates should not be more than 2 % over the average of the 

3 with the lowest rates; budget deficits should not be more that 3% of GDP and 

public debt not more that 60% of GDP. 

ii) monetary stability. This objective is most obviously stated in the goal of having 

a single European currency to facilitate trade and investment. 

iii) efficient resource utilization. The extensive programme of liberalization in 

capital and labour markets as well as the service sectors is aimed at eliminating 

distortions which hinder efficiency and the growth of investment. It has becn 

estimated that administrative measures and borders cost EU business 1-3% of 

their total sales (Smith and Venables, 1988). 

iv) specialization. Efficiency is also sought through increased specialization, 

according to comparative (and competitive) advantage and technological advances 

in the quality of the filctors of production. 

v) higher levels of production due to economies of scale and scope 

vi) stronger international bargaining position and better terms of trade for EU goods 

vii) the ultimate objective is to enhance the welfare of EU citizens through increases 

in investment, employment and incomes. 
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Table 11. SEM Measures 

Sector 
, 

Interpreted impact Mercbandise trade Services Labour Capital 

Market access - Abolition of frontier - Mutual - Frontier cbecks - Abolition of excbange 

measures recognitioniharmonization - Residence requirellJe!lts controls 

- Abolition of frontier controls in financial services - Rights of establishment - Migmtion of firms 

- Harmonizati\lll of standards - Weakening of bilateral - Admission of securities 

- Certification agreements in transportation 

- Harmonization of indirect - Harmonization of standards 

taxes 

Market efficiency - Public procurement - Public procurement - Training provisions - Double taxation 

- Harmonization on intellectual - Competition policy - Mutual recognition of - Company statues and 

property rights - Promotion of common professional qualifications bankruptcy provision 

- Industrial support policies - Double taxation agreements - Competition policy 

- Competition policy 

Source: Brabant and Greenaway, 1992, p.51. 
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At a broader level, one of the major reasons that led to the search for sigrrificant positive 

changes in the key economic variables above, is described by two concepts: "Euroscerosis" and 

"Europessimism". While the former refers to the economic decline in Europe, the latter refers 

to the lack of political will to stem the tide. The 1973 oil price shock mirrored this problem, 

with the consequent inflation, declining investment and productivity, higher unemployment and 

slow growth. To add insult to injury, Japan joinf'.d the US in pushing Europe further down the 

rungs of international economic supremacy. Since American economic and political power was 

already unquestionable by the end of the Second World War, Europe had long accepted this. 

However, the re-emergence of Japan has intensified competition in the global trade and 

economic systems to unprecedented levels. As Fahey observes: 

The depressed economic conditions and in particular, the inevitable comparisons 

to the United States and Japan caused European business leaders to peer into the 

future - and it was not a pretty picture.... The only resolution was to remove all 

the barriers that still separated the twelve nations of the EU; without doing so, 

European firms could never seriously threaten their US and Japanese rivals (Ibid., 

p.3). 

As recent evidence shows the EU seems to be in a definite hurry. The tight deadline of 

attaining the Single Market in only six years (1986-1992) does not show any idealistic vision, 

instead of a belief in the practical necessity of the old adage: united we stand, divided we fall. 

Politicians and European industrialists became the loudest preachers of this notron. 

Although many problems remain to be resolved, which would make the above 

implementation timetable impossible, by now few would deny that the Single European Market 

and the broader programme of integration are realities. Both the practical policy measures and 

the speed with which.they have been adopted show the seriousness of European ·policy makers. 

A common question being asked now in all parts of the world is how the SEM will affect their 

economic relations, in particular trade, with the EU. The aim of this study is to raise the same 

question, but with reference to African countries, and to make some attempts at offering a few 

answers. Before providing a methodology for analysis, we shall first conduct a literature survey 

of earlier studies on the topic. 
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IV. Literature survey of studies on the effects of 

the SEM on African economies 

Studies on the effects of the SEM on Africa are few and recent, which in itself seem to 

indicate that scholars have been caught off guard by the speed of events in Europe. One of the 

earliest published studies is by Stevens (1990). He argues that Sub-Saharan Africa and the 

Maghreb are less likely to be affected by the 1992 program than other developing regions, 

especially Asia and Latin America. By the same token, their gains will also be potentially less. 

If 1992 results in higher growth and more imports, these will likely affect manufactures and not 

primary commodities. Any gains to Africa will also have to offset losses due to the increased 

competition from the imposition of common external barriers. If the EU loses interest in the 

rest of the world, except Japan and the US, the impact will be greater on SSA than on the 

Maghreb, since the latter has some strategic interests for Europe. 

According to Cosgrave (1993), with the new opportunities provided by Lome IV (eg. 

expansion of STABEX and generous rules of origin) and trade liberalization through GATT, the 

SEM could stimulate EU demand for ACP exports. The problem may be that the emergence 

of multi-party systems in Eastern Europe may induce EU leaders to require the same conditions 

in Africa. Also, a rise in aid and investment in Eastern Europe which even some less developed 

EU members, such as Spain and Portugal, fear, is likely to have severe impact on the ACP. 

Bourrinet's (1993) observation is that if the EU becomes strong enough to contain 

international competition, then it can also maintain an independent trade policy towards the 

African zone, which has been a constant element in its external relations. However, this is not 

likely to be the case because of the erosion of the EU's autonomy due .to its dependence on 

international financial, trade and monetary relations, dominated by multi-national corporations 

and multilateral organizations. In this case, the commonly quoted rise in GDP by the Cecchini 

Report (1988) (see Table 12) is likely to benefit the dynamic regions which can adapt to the 

changes. Like other writers he noted that 1992 will not directly affect Africa because of Lome 

IV but that it is through the erosion of regional preferences that the effects will be felt. 
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Davenport (1993) discussed the effects of 1992 on the Maghreb and four SSA countries, 

namely Cameroon, Kenya, Mauritius and Nigeria, through their exports of (I) refined petroleum 

products, (2) chemicals and fertilizers, (3) manufactured goods, (4) semi-processed woods, and 

(5) textiles and clothing. With reference to the first category of imports, he observed that the 

EU's attitude towards oil is liberal and that Franco-Italian calls for tariffs on oil, even if 

implemented, is not likely to affect the Maghreb and SSA; However, as in the Cecchini Report 

(1988) economies of scale and cost savings are expected to reduce EU chemical and fertiliier 

imports by 12%. Although preserved fruit and vegetable exports from Africa would have to 

contend with new standards, a simplified set of rules (as opposed to 218 before) could benefit 

Africa. The author argued that the 5.5-7.5 % decline in wood product imports is not likely to 

affect Africa since this effect is likely to be concentrated on finished products. Perhaps the most 

sensitive area is textiles and clothing; the Maghreb countries have been subjected to VERs even 

though they are not parties to the MFA. If the MFA is eliminated after 1992 they would have 

to contend with new quota-restricted imports. 

Mathews (1993) categorized the effects of 1992 into three: export-enhancing, export

redistributing and the so-called "locomotive effects" of volume and terms of trade changes. In 

the typical Cecchini tradition, it is shown that an assumed 5 % increase in 'EU import demand, 

with the relevant import elasticities of demand, will yield a total gain to African primary exports 

of $2,096.00 million (table 13). As in other Studies, it is pointed out that most of this will go 
to fuel exports, with only $287 million to the rest. The terms of trade effect, calculated on the 

basis of the EU's share of world imports, income elasticities of import demand and export 

supply, equal $399 million (fable 14). Export redistribution refers to the substitution of one 

Country's exports for another due to the elimination of national preferences, such as those 

embodied in Lome IV. Example, in the case of bananas, competition will favour Latin America 

producers, while the prohibition of all oils, except cocoa butter, will favour exporters of these 

latter products. Falling prices as a result of the elimination of internal NTBs, will have export

reducing effects on third countries. For Africa this is not a problem as the continent's primary 

products are non-competitive with EU produce. It is trade diversion in the classic case that will 

be a problem; example through health and phytosanitary standards for food. 

Economou et al (1993) focused on the specific effects of the SEM on foreign direct 

investment in Africa. Three types are discussed: resource-based (supply seeking), import-
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substituting (market seeking) and rationalized (efficiency-seeking) investment. Although there 

are no direct effects on import-substituting and rationalized investment, there may be indirect 

long term positive effects as EU TNCs become more competitive and seek markets abroad. The 

internal competition within the enlarged market may, even in the short run, force EU companies 

to seek overseas supply locations in order to lower production costs. 

It is in the area ·of resource based investment that much of the impact will be felt. 

Cecchini's estimated increase in EU GNP of 5% can be translated into high PDI in resource

based industries abroad if (1) current capacity levels are insufficient to meet the increase in EU 

demand, and (2) if the estimated increase in demand is not offset by less energyc and materials

intensive technologies. In this .study, as in the other studies (above), it becomes apparent that 

the gains to Africa will depend significantly on primary products from and investment to Eastern 

Europe and the competition from other regions, particularly Asia. 

Thisen (1993) provides some highlights of the sectoral effects of the major regulations 

associated with the SEM, as follows: 

i) Removal of quantitative restrictions: It is argued in this study also that the SEM 

will not affect SSA primary commodities, except bananas .. Furthermore, the 

liberalization of the CAP will increase agricultural trade with non-EUcountries. 

Because ACP states are not subjected to the MFA and manufactured goods 

constitute only a very small share in Africa's exports, the effects will be minimal. 

However .• it is noted that the net effects will depend on competition both within 

and outside the EU. 

ii) . Bannonization of indirect taxes: It is observed that the harmonization of tax 

rates, in particular VAT and excise tax, will benefit tropical beverage exports, 

namely coffee and cocoa. 

iii) Bannonization oftecbnical standards: Although it is generally maintained that 

African products would benefit from the principle of mutual recognition, new 

technical barriers on fish, plants, meat and their products would affect countries 

not technically advanced. 
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iv) Education Curricula: The additional resources the EU requires in order to 

harmonize educational standards, programmes and infrastructure will likely corne 

from EU potential aid to social sectors in Africa. 

v) Services: African airlines will be the most to suffer from more efficient and 

competitive European airlines. African tourism will suffer as intra-EU travel 

becomes cheaper, although potential labour cost increases in the European tourism 

industry, coupled with a proposed travel VAT, may prevent this. 

In general, this literature survey demonstrates two common characteristic of the works 

cited. First, they tend to be largely descriptive and, secondly, they seem to be mostly based on 

the findings of the Cecchini Report. The first characteristics is necessary, as most earlier 

studies of customs unions show, including Viner's (1950) pioneering work. Furthermore, a 

discussion of the many proposals of the SEM programme would require a close and descriptive 

analysis, at least at this stage of their infancy. It is the second characteristic that exposes the 

problems of the surveyed works. In adopting the Cecchini approach, they attempted to measure 

the net effects of the trade creating versus trade diverting aspects of the SEM, mostly based on 

elasticities and assumptions similar to those of the Cecchini study. In the process, they inherited 

the some of the criticisms of the original report. A major objective of the studies is to provide 

a comprehensive analysis of the precise net effects of the SEM, a task realistically impossible 

and in which they have not succeeded. 

The main aim of this study is not to follow in the same tradition by attempting to stage 

trade creation versus trade diversion. Instead, our interest is to review the relationship between 

the EU and specific West African economies, before the SEM, with the former as a possible 

driving force behind the latter'S growth, and thus discuss how SEM-induced changes may affect 

exports and investment in the latter. 
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Table 12: Macroe<:ono.nic eomequenoos of EC market integration for tbe Community in tbe medium tenD. 

Abolition of Open public Liberalisation of Supply-side' Total 

customs procurement financial services effeclS 

formalities . 

GOP (%) 0.4 0.5 1.5 2.1 4.5 -' 

Consumer prices (%) -1.0 -1.4 -1.4 -2.3 -6.1 . 

Employment 200.0 350.0 400.0 850.0 1800.0 

(thousands) 

Budgetary balance 0.2 0.3 1.1 0.6 2.2 

(% ofOOP) 

External balance 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 1.0 

(% ofOOP) 

Source: "The Economics of 1992" in EuroP#n Economy, No. 35, March 1988(Cecchini Report). 

I Economics of scale, increased competition, etc. 
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Table 13: Estimated Vallie of Projected Increase in Voilime of African Primary Commodity Exports 

to EC Arising from a 5 Percent Increase in EC GDP. 
-_.-

Produ<l Grovp V_ of EC i .. pons, 1917 (US$ "'IUion) 1111pot'f dasricity E;ffi:CI of 5" inc .. _ I. EC GDP (USS 

1. RxxI and breve-Ages 

2. Raw mal.e-riala 

3. Nonferrous metals 
_. -_. 

4. Fuels 

5. Nol.lfilcl primary products 

6. Total primary (H5) 

7. Total primmy (1-4) 

SOUlT;~: Mathe .... (1993). p. 45. 

~ 'II Not applicable. 

6,663 

3,641, 

1,192 

19,641 

11,495 

30,536 

30,536 

million) 

0.6 

. 

0.3 

0.7 

1.9 

O.S 

. 
. 

Table 14: Value of Tenus of Trade Effect due to a 5 percent Higher EC oeIDand for Primary Products, 
.. _-_._ .. - -_ .. -_._ .. - -_.-

200 

55 

42 

1,81.)9 

287 

2,_ 

2,105 

Product Be share world Increase in world demand Increase in world price Value of African global Tenm of ImOO gain (US$ ! 

merkel {percent) (v.roeut) ~rce:nt) exports. }986 (US$ miUtoDIl) milliom:) 

I 

. -
Food and beverages 24 0.70 0.60 9,071 54 

Agricultural raw materials 30 0.45 OAS 2,572 12 
-----

Minerals ]0 1.05 0.95 3,504 33 

Fuels 27 . . 

Total terms of trade gain . . . 99 

_ "'" 1\J .... t ...... 1,,.., .... 1 .. 

SQureo: Mathe,., (1993) p. 46. 

I 
I 
, 

! 

i 

i 

. 
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V. The Methodology 

S.l The Underlying Theory 

In his 1979 nobel prize lecture, W. Arthur Lewis argued that, "For the past hundred 

years the rate of growth of output in the developing world has depended on the rate of growth 

of output in the developed world. When the developed world grow fast, the developing world 

grow fast, and when the developed slow down, the developing slow down (1989: p.283)". He 

observed that the principal link through which the former control the growth of the latter is 

trade. As the developed countries grow faster the rate of growth of their imports accelerates and 

LDC exports grow. This link is measurable. According to Lewis, the growth rate of world 

trade in primary products over the period 1873-1973 was 0.87 times the growth rateofindustrial 

production in developed countries. 

In this seminal lecture, therefore, the nobel laureate established a theoretical (as well as 

an empirical) link between the growth rates in developed and developing countries. However, 

instead of an interdependence, this link is seen as a one-way traffic, in which trade, as "the 

engine of growth" fuelled in the developed countries, carries the developing countries along. 

The idea dates back to the 1950s, to Nurklie, Prebisch, Myrdal and others. 

Riedel (1984, 1987) examined the relationship between the growth of developing country 
. ,,:. " '., . 

exports and that of OECD income. He concluded that, "The widely-held view that external 

conditions, principally growth and prosperity in developed countries, playa preponderant role 

in determining long-term growth in developing countries rests on assumptions that are 

increasingly inappropriate" (1987: p. 47). This criticism of Lewis led to what Langhammer 

(1990) called the "Lewis-Riedel Controversy". 

For the purpose of this study, the debate shows that it makes theoretical and hypothetical 

sense to reason that economic growth in Africa may be conditioned or affected by the growth 

in developed (EU) countries. In fact such reasoning is evident in the earlier studies we have just 
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reviewed and even in studies on the economic linkages between the world's largest economy, 

the U.S., and the EU. One example of the latter is by Ncube and Sonko (1993). In the case of 

Africa, Thisen has aptly provided an explanation from a very Lewisian perspective: 

.. Although it is difficult to assess the precise impact of the European Single Market on 

the African trade, general projections can be made on the basis of Africa's past and 

current trade relations with the European Community (EC). The economies of most 

African countries are indeed characterized by strong trade ties with the developed market 

economy countries. The direction of their trade is mainly oriented to these countries ever 

since the colonial periods and has changed very little since those countries achieved their 

independence more than three decades ago" (1993: p.3). 

S.2 The Model 

K wack et. a/ (1987) specified investment in African countries as a function of changes in real 

domestic output, changes in loans from deposit money banks (DMB), borrowing from abroad, 

and lagged capital stocks. Using their notations, 

Ik = f«GDP· GDP(-l». DCLR. (DFD+DFND) *E/PIK, K(-I» ........................ (1) 

where Ik = fixed investment, DCLR = changes in real outstanding DMB loans, DFDI = 
changes in FOI, DFND = changes in non-direct Fl, E = spot change rate over I-year period 

in local currency per US$, PIK = deflator for fixed investment, k = the capital stock. 

For African exports, they specified (using their symbols), for instance, 

Log(XGOI) = f(log(GDP), 10g(PUXOl/PGDP» ............................................. (2) 

where XGOI = merchandise exports of SITC 0 + 1, PUXOI = unit value of merchandise 

exports in US$ (1975 = I, SITC 0 + I), and PGDP = GDP deflator. Thus merchandise 

exports are specified as a function of output and prices. 
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With speCific regard to the theory of trade as the engine of growth, Riedel (ibid.) and 

Langhammer (ibid.) have done some earlier modelling. In testing Lewis'S hypothesis, Riedel 

used the following equation: 

10gX. "" ao + allogY, + a2 (Dlog Yj + a3 D ................................................ (3) 

where X, = volume of exports in year t (t = 1960-78) 

Y, = real income in DECD (the North) and 

D ". 1 for observations 1970-78, zero otherwise. This dummy is intended to determine 

the stability of the income elasticity of demand for the exports of developing countries 

in the 1960s and 1970s in order to test the relationship between the volume of developing 

country exports and DECD income during the two periods. 

Following the same model, Langhammer tried to capture the effects of the SEM on 

Developing countries' manufactured exports with the help of elasticities calculated by regressing 

EU imports on EU national income and relative price indexes. That is, 

InM, "" ao + allnY, + In(Pm/P) +In(PiP) ....................... (4) 

where M, = manufactured imports in US$ million deflated with the West German import price 

index for finished goods (1980 = 100), Y, = GDP of 10 EU members in US$ billion in 1980 

prices, Pm = the EU import price index for finished goods (1980 = 100), P = the EU GDP 

deflator, p. = index of EU domestic prices for manufactures. The German indexes were used 

as proxies for the latter three variables. 

Therefore, earlier works have specified that the effects of the SEM on African countries 

can be gauged through the linkages between the EU and African countries. In the model below, 

two main components of national income will be identified, which are the main sources of 

linkages between Africa and the EU - exports and investment. Furthermore, both EU imports' 

and investment will be disaggregated by their origin and destination, respectively, in order to 

attempt to address the issue of how changes in EU and trade investment, as a result of the SEM, 
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would affect African countries.ll The model bears some resemblance to the above equations, 

but makes significant diversions in order to adequately address the issue at hand. Thus 

Xft = X~ (lAP-Uft_1> M,EU, MAEU~.h M,FEU, P,) ............................. (5) 

where Xft = total export earnings in country i (i.e; the respective ECOW AS country) at time t 

IABUj.1 = total EU investment in the preceding period in country i at time t-1 

M, EU = intra- EU imports 

MABU it.1 = EU imports from country i in the preceding period 

M!EU = EU total imports - (M.ABU and the rest of Africa + M,BU);i.e., EU imports from 

ROW (excluding Africa) 

P, = prices of EU imports 

I. = I~ (Ail." r,BU, I,FEU, Ln, MAEUM) ........................................... (6) 

where lit = domestic investment in country i at time { 

Ai'.1 = EU aid to country i at time {-J 

I,I!U = Intra-EU investment 

I!BU = EU total FOI - (lAW. and the rest of Africa + I,EU; Le., EU FOI to ROW 

(excluding Africa) 

Lit-I = EU commercial bank loans to country i in the preceding period 

We shall specify the equations in logarithmic form next. 

Tbeoreticallhypothetical relationships 

EU investment in time {-1 is used here to integrate capacity or supply side considerations, 

and such investment in the preceding period (the year before) is expected to affect export output 

in the. current year .. Generally, investment, especially in the tradable goods sectors, can be 

11 Although our interest is in volume effects, such volume effects do indirectly incorporate 
price effects; relative prices of exports and the effects of interest rates or the rate of return 
on investment. For the case of investment see Kwack et. al. (ibid.). 
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expected to increase exports (see Anyiman, 1991). However, since EU investment accounts for 

a share rather then the total of export output in each country, the EU lagged investment variable 

may bear;apositive or negative relationship to a country's total export earnings, depending on 

other factors at work in the economy. Imports from elsewhere but Africa and an inorease in the 

prices of 'EU imports are expected to have negative effects on exports in African countries. 

However, in the case of complementary and essential goods, the effects can be positive. For 

instance, intbe case of complementary goods, an increase in intra-EU imports, stimulating 

EurOpean industries, may at the same time increase the import demand of African exports 

required in industrial production in Europe, which in the prncess would increase African export 

earnings. In the case of essential imports, such as oil, an increase in import prices may increase 

instead of decrease the earnings of oil-exporting African countries. Both M,Eu and M,I'EU 

measure trade diversion, and the coefficients can also be expected to be insignificant if intra- lind 

other non-African EU-imports do not compete with African exports in EU markets. 

Hypothetically, the latter is plausible if the Lome Convention does provide effective preferential 

margins that protect African exports in the EU market; The EU African imports variable is 

expected to have a positive effect on exports; the variable is lagged since EU imports from 

Africa are Africa's exports to the EU. f is the error term. 

Theoretical/hypothetical relationships 

Traditionally, attempts to find the determinants of investment in African countries have 

been unsucoessful or controversial (Kwack et al (1987); UNECA (197&). The above equation, 

in line with the objectives of this study, is intended to test the link between investment in the 

countries concerned and the five independent variables. Because of the apparent dependence of 

African countries on ald, the variable is included. A positive relationship with domestic 

investment is expected assuming that the aid is used to finance domestic capital formation. 

However, if the aid is used to finance consumption or if it negatively affects domestic resource 

mobilization, as found in Abebe (1994) and Takehal-Ayat (1990), the relationship can be 

negative. The two types of investment test "investment-diversion". If investment diversion 
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takes place because African countries compete with others for ED investment, the relationship 

would be negative. This is a common hypothesis which is used to explain Africa's failure to 

claim an adequate share in the resurgent global FDI since the late 19805. If, however, as 

hypothesized in the case of exports, Africa does not compete with other countries, the 

relationship would be positive or insignificant. In fact since competition does not always take 

place in a situation of winrter-takes-aIl, investment diversion may be limited when, for instance, 

as Economou et al (1993) impliesi increasing intra-ED investment and competition lead to 

European investors seeking overseas locations in Africa or some African countries, even if the 

latter do not claim their fair share in relation to other regions. Since the ED is Africa's main 

trading partner, the existence of the ED market for African exports should build a positive 

relationship between ED imports from Africa and investment ill Africa, at least in the tradable 

goods sectors. This tends to explain the increase in investment in flower cultivation in Kenya 

and traditional herbs in Rwanda. Likewise, investment in Africa is expected to rise with EU 

loans, when, as in the case of aid, these loans are used to finance consumption rather than 

investment (see Sonko, I 994a); Again, however, since both ED investment and loans account 

for a share rather than the total of investment in each country, the relationship can also be 

expected to be negative or insignificant, depending on other factors at work in the economy. 

It should be noted that the equations are generalized and that not every variable in each 

equation is expected to be empirically relevant in the model for each country. On the contrary, 

the explanatory power of each variable may vary from country to country. In fact, the relevance 

of each variable would depend on the economy concerned; thus, it should not be surprising if 

a variable is significant in one country and completely irrelevant in another. This would only 

reveal the strength of the country-specific nature of the case study approach. 

5.3 Sample imdTime Period 

Our interest here is to analyze the impact of the SEM on selected West African countries, 

Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal, which are also members of the Economic 
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Community of West African States (ECOWAS) .. l"he choice of countries is mainly based on the 

structure of their exports and their share in total West African trade. l"hey are also 

representative of the three main export commodity classifications in the region and Africa at 

large. COte d'Ivoire is the region's largest exporter of food and beverages, Nigeria is the largest 

exporter of eneq:y/fuels, and Ghana is one of the region's largest exporter of both raw materials. 

exc1udine fuels and food and beverages. Senegal is the region's fourth largest trading nation. 

l"he four countries (also representative of the two largest anglophone and francophone countries) 

together account for about 90% of total ECOWAS exports (ECA, 1992). 
, , 

With these countries, the only modification necessary is to simply replace any country 

(i) with the sample countries. The equations will then be tested for each, independently, using 

time series data from 1975-90 (therefore t = 1975-1990). These years cover a period that is 

likely to determine Africa's future relations with the EU, because of the fundamental changes 

in the latter's trade regime and economies at large. It also provides a recent and realistic period, 

when the parameters are likely to be reflective of the years henceforth. 

5.3 l"he Data 

I~ and X;t are measured as real gross fixed capital formation and real exports, 

respectively, and are based on national income statistical data from the UN, DPAD Handbook 

of World Development Statistics, March 1992, 

EU import data are obtained from the IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbook, 

various issues. EU investment data (measured as net FOI) are based on data collected from the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). EU aid (total net ODA) 

statistics are from the OECD and the EUROSTAT database. Total EU commercial bank loans 

are based on data from the DX2.X data base. Import prices are taken as the average real import 

unit value of the EU, calculated from data in the 1MF, International Financial Statistics 

Yearbook. 1993. 
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VI. The results on the effects of the EU before the SEM 

In the regression procedure reiterations were done in order to take account of multi

collinearity and eliminate those variables which are not statistically significant at the 5 or 10 per 

cent levels. Thus, the simulations show that lagged imports and investment, EU commercial 

bank loans and measures of investment diversion are irrelevant in gauging the effects of the SEM 

on COte d'Ivoire's exports and investment. In Ghana, lagged imports and investment, EU 

investment in ROW, EU lagged investment, intra- and extra-EU imports are irrelevant. In 

Nigeria, lagged imports (in the case of the export equation) and investment, EU's ROW imports 

and ROW investment as well as EU loans and aid have been dropped from the equations. 

Lagged EU imports, EU imports from ROWand European loans are excluded from Senegal's 

export and investment equations. On the other hand, the relevant variables through which the 

effects of the SEM on exports and investment are transmitted are maintained and the results are 

presented in tables 15 and 16. They are discussed next. 
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Table 15: bnpact on Exports; Individual Country Rtgressions (Equation 8) 
- ... ._. _." _. 

cOUIIlly TJ. I), 
'h 

I), II)-J I), I R' DW F 
- ------ - ------

Cilte d'Ivoire 1.85 0.38 0.84 -1.87 0.87 1.77 28.58 

(0.20) (0.34) (0.55) 

[1.83) [2.46) 1-3.35) 
i 

Ghana 10.09 1.47 -3.21 0.37 1.56 3.90 i 

(0.82) (1.20) 
., ~, 

(1. 79] 1-2.66) 

Nigeria 10.24 -l.l6 3.00 0.23 1.27 2.00 

(0.67) (1.56) 

(-U3] [1.91] 

Senegal -1.09 0.03 1.33 -1.90 0.85 2.02 12.73 

(0.01) (0.23) (0.57) 

(1.77] (S.71J [-3.30) 

S enolli are m parenmeses , 

t - s!.alislics are in brackets 

Source: Computed by the author 
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Table Ii: Jmpad on Inveslment; Individual Country Regressions (Equation !I) 

Country 0.. 

COte d'lvoire 6.75 

Ghana 3.82 

Nigeria 22.93 

Senegal 2.65 

Standard errors are in parentheses 

t - statistics are in brackets 

Source: Computed by the author 

8, 

-1.05 

(0.23) 

[-4.53] 

.{l.12 

(0.04) 

1-2.92] 

-0.38 

(0.15) 

[-2.52] 

8, Jl, 1 8• 8, 

0.78 

0.35 

[2.21J 

0.24 0.01 

(0.04) (0.00) 

[5.12J 12.02] 

.{l.54 .{l.96 

(0.16) (0.37) 

1-3.41] [-2.57J 

0.21 0.41 

(0.05) (0.18) 

[3.80] [2.22] 

R' OW F 

0.59 1.04 5.88 

0.86 1.90 17.80 

0.50 1.09 4.00 

0.74 1.88 7.84 

•... 

, 
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ellte d'Ivoire 
, '". " 

In the export equation for COte d'Ivoire, intra-EU imports, European imports from ROW 

and the European import prices are all significant. A 1 per cent increase in intra-EU imports 

is associated with an increase of 0.38 per cent of Cote d'Ivoire's exports the following year. 

Imports from ROW also has an u~expected positive sign, indicating that a 1 per cent increase 

in the EU's imports from ROW is associated with an increase of 0.84 per ~nt in C6ted'Ivoire's 

exports. As explained in the theoretical sectil)n, the hypothetical negative relationship between 

intra-EU and ROW imports and any African country's exports depends on whether the three are 

complementary or substitutes/competitors. In fae.! even in a situation where they are 

substitutes/competitors, a positive relationship may be obtained where the increase in ROW 

imports is generally the result of higher European income, part of which is translated into higher 

o.verall imports which benefits different trading partners. The import price coefficient is the 

el\pected sign and shows the strongest relationship, showing a 1.87 per cent decline in the EU's 

imports from COte d'Ivoire for each percentage increase in the price of imports. This has the 

important implication that price competitiveness, in relation to EU import demand in general, 

may be the most important factor in the growth of C6te d'Ivoire exports. The three variables 

explain about 88 per cent of the variation in C6te d'Ivoire's exports. This fending shows that 

COte d'Ivoire, being a CFA country, has close ties with France and is sensitive to the EU.,2/ 

In the investment equation only EU aid and imports are significant. It is interesting to 

note that in contrast to oonventional theory, the coefficient has a negative sign, indicating a I 

per cent decrease in investment in C6te d'Ivoire for every 1 per cent increase in EU net ODA 

to the country. The explanation is not hard to find. As stated in the theoretical earlier, an 

increase availability of fo!,\,!ign savings can adversely affect .domestic resource mobilization 

through domestic savings in some economies with a net negative impact on domestic investment. 

Lagged EU investment from COte d'Ivoire has a significant positive impact an investment. The 

results shows that a 1 per cent increase in EU imports from Cote d'Ivoire is associated with 0.78 

YRecent devaluation of the CFA franc and the move towards a single currency are likely to 
weaken these ties (see Sonko, 1994c). 
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per cent increase in domestic investment. The two variables explain 59 per cent of the variation 

in Cote d'Ivoire's investment. 

Ghana 

Lagged EU imports from Ghana have a significant impact on exports in the order of 1.47 

percent for each percentage increase in the lagged imports. Again, the import price variable 

turns out with a negative sign, indicating a decline of 3.21 percent for each percentage increase 

in the EU's import prices. 

As in Cote d'Ivoire, the coefficient of the aid variable is negative for Ghana; allitough 

lite impact is less: 0.12 per cent. There is no evidence of investment diversion. A 1 per cent 

increase in intra-EU investment is associated wilit 0.24 per cent increase in Ghana's domestic 

investment. As in the case of the export equation, this negative sign may be due to lite "income 

effect" or other exogenous factors. EU Commercial Bank loans, though significant and positive, 

have very little effect on domestic investment in Ghana: 0.01 per cent. The three variables 

explain 86 per cent of the variation in Ghana's investment. 

Nigeria 

The only two variables that have significant impact on Nigeria's exports are EU imports 

from ROW, indicating trade diversion,and the EU import prices. This is explainable by the fact 

that Nigeria's exports, mainly oil, competes with many other suppliers to the European market. 

However, the sign of the coefficient for import prices is positive. This is unexpected but hardly 

needs an explanation, having already mentioned Nigeria's main export commodity (oil). The 

result is very interesting as it reminds us of the windfall gains OPEC made with rising oil prices 

in the 1970s and the consequent massive reductions in revenues since the early 1980s due to the 

decline in oil prices. The results show that while a 1 per cent rise in imports from ROW is 

associated with a 1.16 per cent fall in Nigeria's exports a 1 per cent rise in EU import prices 

increases Nigeria's export revenue by 3 per cent. However, but not surprisingly, the two 

variables explain only 23 per cent of the total variation in Nigeria's exports. 
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The lagged ED import variable has a negative sign, showing that a 1 per cent rise in 

European imports is followed by a 0.96 per.. cent fallin Nigeria's exports in thc.next year. The 

explanation for this is that in order for the sign of the lagged variable to be positive, factors 

such as output and or the price of exports would liave to rise the next year; both have tended 

to be untrue in Nigeria since the late 1980s. Furthetrhore, if the increase in European imports 

is offset by a fall in exports elsewhere, the net effect would be negative. ED investment in 

ROW negatively affects Nigeria; the investmentdivmion amounts to 0.54 per cent decline in 

domestic investment for a I per cent rise in ED inveStritent in ROW. The two variables account 

for 50 per cent of the variation in Nigeria's investment. Nigeria is less sensitive to the ED 

showing,· as in the case of exports, that its ties are relatively weak, compared to the other 

countries. 

Senegal 

Three variables have a significant impact on Senegal's exports. A 1 per cent rise in 

European investment and in intra-ED imports are associated with rises of 0.03 and 1.33 per 

cent, respectively, in Senegal's exports. As in the case of C6te d'Ivoire, the coefficient of the 

prices of ED imports is negative, indicating a 1.90 per cent decline in Senegal's export earnings 

as the ED faces higher import prices. These variables account for an R2 of 0.85, which justifies 

the model proposed. 

Again, the aid variable in the investment equation shows up with a negative coefficient 

of 0.38 per cent. In the case of Senegal also, there is rio evidence of investment diversion either 

by intra-ED or extra-ED investment. The results show that each percentage rise in either 

category is accompanied by 0.21 and 0.41 per cent, respectively, in domestic investment in 

Senegal. The model fits the data rather well with an R2 of 0.74. Perhaps Senegal's results, like 

Cote d'Ivoire's, reflect strong ties with Prance and are thus more sensitive to the ED, unlike 

Ghana and Nigeria. j 
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VII. The results in relation to the effects of theSEM 

In Table 16 the res!lltl!lU'e Presented in tenns of thl; expected impact of the SEM. The 

table is based on the following assumptions about the effects of the SEM: 

(1) Intra-EU imports would expand. This is the essence of the SEM. 

(2) EU imports from ROW would decline. This is based on the concept of "Fortress 

Europe", in which Europe's trade with .and investment in the rest of the world 

would decline as a deliberate attempt to adopt inward-looking economic policies 

within the context of a trade-diverting union. Some of the measures to contribute 

to this in the short or long run are the Common External Tariff (CET) and non

tariff barriers (NTBs). Davenport and Page (1991) has noted that each time EU 

industry is in trouble, it will, with support from sympathetic governments, will 

blame importl! IU)d put pressure on the Commission for protection. Increased 

labour mobility,industrial rationalization and the elimination of Article 115 of the 

Treaty of Rome will increase calls to shift the burden of adjustment on imports . 

. (3) The prices of EU imports would decline as a result of greater competition in the 

EU market from the elimination of monopolies and price distortions . .J( Such a 

fall in prices would affect both EU and non-EU goods in the Single Market as 

foreign suppliers would have to face the competition from the declining prices of 

European products. 

(4) EU imports from African countries (our sample countries) would fall, as a result 

of assumption (2). 

(5) Intra-EU investment would rise. This would result from the removal of 

restrictions on capital movements within the Union. 

(6) EU aid to African countries would fall.; The causes of this include greater 

pressure for adjustment aid to the less developed members of the Market, such 

as Spain, Greece and Portugal, and the diversion of aid toward more social and 

3./For elaboration see Cecchini (1988). 
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economic spending in order to reduce regional poverty and enhance 

competitiveness, as espoused in the White Paper on Employment, Growth and 

Competitiveness, presented by the Commission at the ·1993 Brussels summit of 

heads of government. 

(7) EU investment in African countries would fall as a result of assumptions (5) and 

(6). 

(8) . EU Commercial Bank loans would fall as a result of higher: ~roand for capital 

in the more profitable and secure Market. 

(9) EU investment in ROW would decline as a result of assumptions (5) and (6). 

The results in the Table 17 are the effects of 1 percentage increases or decreases in the 

relevant independent variables in the column on the respe\:tive dependent variables in the rows. 

Thus, a 1 percentage. decline in import prices as a result of the SEM can be seen to increase 

COte d'Ivoire's exports by 1.87 percent. Similarly, a diversion of EU Commercial Bankloans 

by 1 percent to the Union would be accompanied by only 0.01 percent decline in Ghana's 

domestic capital formation. 

In COte d'Iv()ire the changes that would have a negative impact are the increases in intra

EU and EU imports from ROW. In Ghana, the fall in EU imports will have a negative impact. 

Nigeria the increase in intra-EU investment and. the fall in prices would have negative effects. 

SEM-induced changes in both EU investment in Senegal and EU investment in ROW would 

adversely affect exports and investment, respectively, in Senegal. Assumed changes in all other 

variables, including European net ODA would have positive effects. 
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VIII. The implications of the findings 

Iudging by the findings, the historical evidence discussed above indicate that the SEM 

would have the.greatest overall impact on exports in Cote d'Ivoire and Senegal. In line with the 

arguments of several writers about the general effects of the SEM on Africa, the impact on 

Ghana and Nigeria are not strong. The general impact on investment is stronger, with the lowest 

R2 (for Nigeria) equalling 0.50. 

Cote d'Ivoire can counter the negative effect on its exports from the decline in EU 

imports from ROW through the positive effects of intra-EU imports and the decline in prices. 

Senegal can counter the negative. effect of the decline in EU investment in the country through 

similar channels. The two countries should target the EU market even after the SEM, unlike 

Ghana which should definitely look for alternative markets. 

As the results show in all cases, price matters in the export performance of African 

countries. This tends to cast doubt on the relevance of bilateral and multilateral agreements in 

explaining the European Union's imports from Africa. At the same time, it indicates the 

importance of price in explaining the export performance of all the countries. This highlights the 

need for productivity in order to attain a competitive stance in export markets. 

Contrary to what one might expect it is on investment that the impact would be felt more. 

All countries would be negatively affected, through one variable or another. However, Ghana 

and Senegal would benefit from an increase in intra-EU investment. The decline in EU aid 

would be beneficial in all relevant countries. This calls for domestic resource mobilization and 

the search for alternative capital markets, two themes that will be elaborated below. 
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Table 17: bnpact of SEM-induced cbanges on exports and investment 

·rCbted'Ivoire Intra-EU Imports EU ROW Imports Prices : 

:~ ',',1 ,:., 

Impact on Exports 0.38 -0.84 1.87 
-.. . 

EU imports EU Aid ; 

Impact on Investment -0.78 1.05 

Ghana EU imports Prices 

Impact. on Exports -1.47 3.21 
: 

. 

, 

Intra-EU Investment EU Aid Loans 

Impact on Investment 0.24 
. -. O.p -0.01 . . , 

Nigeria . , -EU ROW Imports Prices 

. . ... ' 

Impact on Exports 1.16 -3.00 

i Intra-EU Investment EU imports 
, 

Impact on Investment -0.54 0.96 

Senegal Intra-EU Imports EU Investment Prices 

Impact on Exports 1.33 -n.03 1.90 

Int ...... EU Investment Aid ROW Inv'st. 

Impact on Investment 0.21 0.38 -0.41 

SQurce: Computed by the author. 
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IX. Limitations of the study 

The objectives of this study are to examine the impact of the EU before the SEM (the 

European COinmunity) on exports and investment in a number of ECOWAS member countries 

and to extrapolate on the basis of the findings as to whether the SEM would cost the countries 

muCh, after the completion of the Market programme. In doing this the interest in the study is 

only in the links that exist between African countries and the EC through merchandise trade and 

investment and hence on the variables that measure these links. Further studies with broader 

objectives may employ other approaches, such as the incorporation of external and internal 

variables in order to examine their relative importance. Because the interest in this study is not 

in the latter, internal variables which would h'!-ve been ordinarily used are left out of the models 

and only external variables, specifically EUvariables,are modeled. This may be the reason 

why the explanatory powers of the models in some cases are relatively weak; this indicates that 

factors other .than the EU may affect exports and investment in the countries concerned and, 

hence, such evi!ience tends to prove that the SEM would not have much impact on African 
.-, , , 

countries, as some already believe. This seems to be so in the case of Nigeria, in particular, 

as shown by the results of its exports and investment equations. 
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x. Concluding remarks: AfFica after the SEM 

By the ~nd of the \980's it had become obvious that trade had not played the role it 

should in Africa's economic development, and that trade can reverse the continuing economic 
, ';', 

decline in the continent. It has, therefore, become necessary to critically evaluate Africa'~ trade 

policies with a view to preparing the continent for an increasingly competitive global economy. 

Although such evaluation is not the objective of this study, it would be appropriate to conclude 

with a few suggestions for redirecting Africa's trade policies in the post-SEM era. 

The continuing dependence of African countries on one or two commodities for their 

export earnings, makes diversification essential. In another study, it is found that even in 

disadvantaged climatic zones, such as the West African Sahel, significant potential for horizontal 

and vertical diversification of exports do exist in the agricultural sectors.!1 In order to tap this 

potential there is a need for sustainable market systems, through the elimination of inappropriate 

price controls, inefficient state monopolies and unnecessary exchange and trade measures. 

Besides policies, production bottlenecks, which can undermine markets no matter how perfect, 

should be overcome through better technology and trained manpower to reduce commodity 

dependence through exports of manufactured goods. 

Although frequently limited to commodities, the diversification of African trade should 

also be geographical. Non-traditional markets, even in the developed countries, should be 

sought through aggressive marketing strategies, involving market intelligence, price and quality 

sensitivity, properly trained marketing personnel and joint-ventures with overseas partners. With 

regard to trade with other developing areas the potential is great and far from being adequately 

exploited. From 1970 to 1991, Africa's total world exports increased by 4.4 times, that with 

developed market economies increased by 4.5 times, whilst that with other developing countries 

!/For further discussion see Karamo N.M. Sonko, Export diversification in the West African 
Sahel: the Problems and Prospects in Mauritania and Niger," The Stanford Journal of 
International Affairs, Vol. 2, Issue 2, 1993, pp. 137-163. 
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rose by 5.4 times from $1,316 million in 1910 to $8,140 inillion in 1991.51 Intra-African 

exports grew 4.8 times from $612 million to $3,925 million. 

As stated earlier the indications are that the post-SEM era will be characterized by a 

proliferation of regional trading blocs and growing protectionist sentiments. The difficulties the 

UtuguayRound went through illustrated these growing trends and although the Final Act has 

dampened the short-run effects of regional blocs, such as the SEM, the experience showed that 

the long run prospects of global free trade may be bleak. Schott (1992) has noted that the 

willingness of the EU to let the GAIT talks collapse over agricultural disagreements raised 

concerns that the Union places greater priority on the SEM than on GAIT, and was prepared 

for a minimalist outcome of the Uruguay Round. Furthermore, German reunification and the 

opening up of Eastern European markets, appear to have made multilateral trade talks less 

urgent. The response of the United States through the formation of NAFT A has also reinforced 

the tendency that the major world economies seemed more concerned about their 

"neighbourhood" than globally free trade. The conventional arguments for regional economic 

integration, such as regional self-reliance, bargaining power and economies of scale, will be, as 

they have always been, relevant for African integration after the SEM. But the distinguishing 

rationale for economic integration in the post-SEM era is that such integration may now become 

more a matter of survival than economic pragmatism. From being ahead of most regions on the 

regional ideal in the 1960's, Africa is now behind alL The 6.1 percent internal trade of 

ECOWAS and 4.3 percent Of UDEAC (the Customs and Economic Union of Central Africa) are 

much lower than the 18.5 percent of ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) or the 

10.4 percent of ALADI (the Latin American Integration Association).~1 As this paper has 

made obvious through the European experience, integration requires the harmonization of 

monetary, fiscal, exchange rate, trade and sectoral policies. For a continent as diverse and big 

as Africa, this sounds apparently impossible. Yet what is apparent may not be real. In reality, 

Africa's problem may not so much be how but why to integrate. The SEM is the result of the 

5/ UNCTAD, 1994, Annex Ill, Table A. 

ti/UNCTAD, Trade and Development Report 1993, p. 102-102. 
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realization by European governments,\>usiness persons and ordinary citizens that in~gration in 

the face of Asian a.tld American competition is a matter of necessity, if not survival. Such 

consciousness creates the will and hence the way to integrate. 

_ Diversification, better technology ,higher productivity and enhanced competitiveness of 

Africa's eltports will not be possible without injecting a massive doze of capital into ailing 

Afr4;an economies plagued by a dearth of investment. Evidently, not only has local investment 
'. .' . 

been on the decline since the early 1980's but Africa has failed to claim its fair share in the 

global resurgence of foreign direct investment since the second half of the 1980' s.ll 

To reverse these tren,ds, expenditures in African countries should favour spending on 

infrastructure as well as human capital and institutional capacity. Naturally investors, both 

domestic and foreign, are hesitant about investing in countries where basic requirements, such 

!is roads, health services and utilities, are inadequate. In African countries many forms of 

business ventures are prevented by the lack of skilled personnel. It is also common for investors 

to provide their oWn back-up generators, medical care and access roads, even in industrial 

estates provided by the governments. This increases the costs of doing business and reduces the . . ' 

rate of return on investment; thus turning away both foreign and domestic investors. 

To enhance domestic resource mobilization, which this study has shown as a necessity, 

several measures can be undertaken. Among these measures are realistic interest rates on 

domestic savings, integrating informal economic activities into the formal sector, more efficient 

banking systems, easier access to domestic credit, investment incentives to domestic investors, 

and special training and financial assistance to small-scale entrepreneurs 

There is a lot the European Union can do to help Africa in the post-SEM era, even within 

the framework of the Lom~ Conventions alone. So far, production bottlenecks in the tradable 

goods sectors of African economies, the large share of funds for European consultants, 

lISee Sonko, "Investment: a Key to Africa Recovery,» Club de Bruxelles, Brussels, June 
1994; 
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restrictions on agricultural exports and, in particular; tHe slow disbursements of funds have all 

limited Africa's ability to benefit from the various conventions. With regard to disbursements, 

Table 18 shows that even by the end of 1992, only 87.6 and 63.9 per cent of the fifth and sixth 

European Development Fund (EOp), respectively, have been disbursed. In fact these figures 

are for the ACP, as a whole, and are believed to be much higher than the African average. The 

most recent convention, Lome IV shows how much can be done and how the Convention caine 

lit an opportune moment and took account of changes in the African and global economies, by 

introducing new elements of cdoperation while enlarging old instruments. Lome IV funding 

amounts to ECUl2,OOO million or 41 percent nominal increase over Lome TIl (see Table 18). 

The new elements include a shift to longer term development, debt reduction, assistance to small 

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), investment protection, regional co-operation, reduction 

of restrictions on some forty products and trade financing facilities. 

With the l1enefit of hindsight, the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly has made recommendations 

aimed at addressing the short comings of earlier conventions in relation to trade and investment 

in the ACP .. 8l If implemented, they could have significant positive impact on African 

economies in the post-SEM era. To promote investment, these recommendations include: 

1) re-examination of the exclusive mandate of the European Investment Bank (EIB) 

in administering the'Risk Capital Facility and drawing down on the interest rate 

subsidy fund; 

2) opening up the Risk Capital Facility directly to ACP development finance 

institutions (DFIs) as well as EDP institutions; and 

3) the EU delegations, the Centre for the Development of Industry (COl) and the 

European Investment Bank (EIB) should collaborate to provide to the ACP private 

sector with information on available loans, their terms, conditions and 

procedures. 

RI ACP-EEC loint Assembly, Draft Report on the SeCond Phase of Implementation of the 
Fourth Lome Conyention, 2 February 1994, pp. 48-51. 
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Table 18: EDF: ~ions. Commitments and Di$bursements 

Cumulative result at 31-1 % of the envelope 

12092 (MECU) 

Qeci~jons 

5th EDP 4515.1 97.0 

6th EDP 7364.7 .92.9 

7th EDP 2812.7 25.8 

toW 14692.6 

Commitments: 

5th EDP 
, 

4288.3 92.1 

6th EDP 6230.1 78.6 

7th EDP 1446.1 ; 13.3 

toW 11964.5 

Disbursements: 

5th EDP 4079.4 87.6 

6th EDP 5066.8 63.9 

7th EDP 1083.1 9.9 

toW 10229.2 .. 

Source: European Commission, Deve1o.pment. November 1993, Table 2.1. 
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Table 19: The Lom~ Convention: Financial Resources 

Million 

ECU 

LOME I (1975-1980) 3450 

LOME II (1980-1985) 5700 

LOME III (1985-1990) 8500 

LOME IV (1990-2000) 

Financial ProtocoL(1990-1995) 

made up of: 12000 

European Development Fund (EDFYII) 

Grants for national and regional programmes 6215 

Structural adjustment 1 150 

Stabex 1500 

Sysmin 480 
, 

Emergency aid 250 

Refugee aid 100 

Interest rate subsidies 280 

Risk capital 825 

European Investment Bank (Em) 

Loans for national and regional projects 1200 

Of the total amount of 12 000 million ECU (EDP + EIB), 1 250 million 

are set aside for regional co-operation. 

Source: The European Commission, Develo.pment, March 1990. 
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To promote trade, the recommendations include: 

I) assistance to the ACP to adopt adequate quality control standards for competition 

in the SEM; 

2) urgent and effective implementation of the Trade Development Project of Lome 

IV; 

3) targeted extension of preferences to sensitive products; 

4) elimination of NTBs (including quotas) and the adoption of better rules of origin; 

5) assistance for the development of infrastructure; 

6) removal of internal taxes on tropical beverages; and 

7) fiscal transfers to ACP agricultural producers. 

The effective implementation of the recommendations is necessary to provide sufficient 

EU assistance for African exports in the post-SEM era. They are not, and should not be 

expected to be, enough to develop Africa's global trade. This would depend not only on 

Africa's economic relations with the EU but also on the continent's ability to generate 

appropriate domestic responses to external market signals and trends. When these signals and 

trends are attractive, domestic economic policies and conditions become the determining factors 

in trade performance. 
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